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Existence. uniqueness and regularity results are obtained for an abstract equation 
of the form B),’ +.-I), =./. where B is not I-I and may vanish and A is a nonlinear 
operator. The desired solution is obtained as a limit of solutions of finite dimen- 
sional ordinary differential equations. The method used here generalizes the usual 
Galerkin method by allowing B to be degenerate and by making weaker 
assumptions of coercivity than are customary in most applications of the Galerkin 
method to evolution equations. ( 1985 ,Academlc Prre. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with an abstract differential equation of the form 
BJ’ + -4j7 = j (0.1 I 
where B is a linear operator which may vanish. There are a number of 
interesting results on equations of this sort. For example, see [2, 3, 6, 7, 12, 
131. To obtain a solution to (0.1) a number of approaches have been used. 
In [Z, 3, 6, 71, (0.1 ) is approximated by a stationary problem. This is done 
in these references by using elliptic regularization or by replacing the time 
derivative by a finite difference. Both methods are discussed in [9]. These 
methods are effective in giving solutions to (0.1) under very general con- 
ditions. For example, in using them, no differentiability assumption needs 
to be made on .f: Also, very general initial conditions can be considered. 
Using these methods, existence and uniqueness theorems have been 
obtained in which B and A depend on I [6, 71. 
Probably the most elementary method for dealing with evolution is the 
method of Galerkin approximation. In this method, the evolution equation, 
J” + A,v = .f is approximated by a family of finite dimensional ordinary dif- 
ferential equation of the form (I”([), ~1) + ( Ay(r), \c) = (f(t), kc> for all 
Ll’ E v,,, ) where V,,, is a finite dimensional subspace of a Banach space. This 
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approach is developed in [ 10,9]. In [ 111, the method is discussed for 
equations like (0.1) in the case that B is invertible. When B is possibly 
degenerate, the finite dimensional problem is of the form (By’(t), w ) + 
(Al’(r), w) = (f(t), iu> f or all it’ in a finite dimensional subspace of I’. 
Since B is not necessarily l-l, it is not obvious that such an equation has a 
solution. Nevertheless, the purpose of this paper is to improve earlier 
results on (0.1) by using the Galerkin method. In particular, coercivity 
assumptions will be made which depend on the pair A, B and not just on 
A. Furthermore, A will not necessarily be monotone and the map t + B]‘(t) 
will be Lipshitz continuous for J$ . ) the solution of (0.1). 
Section I of the paper describes the context of the results to be obtained. 
Section II contains the main result, Theorem 3. The proof of this theorem is 
based on the method of obtaining a priori estimates. (2.1)-(2.16) is devoted 
to obtaining estimates that involve the unknown function, 1’. Equations 
(2.17t(2.27) are devoted to obtaining estimates involving y’. The rest of 
the proof consists of taking limits. Theorem 4 is a modification of 
Theorem 3. Theorem 5 gives conditions for uniqueness in (0.1). Actually, 
Theorem 5 holds in a more general context [7], but the version given here 
seems adequate. Section III has a couple of examples. The first is a linear 
equation which could be pseudoparabolic, parabolic, elliptic, or none of 
the above. It is an equation in the form of (0.1) in which it is possible to 
have (Au, u) < 0. The second example is a degenerate, nonlinear equation 
in which A is monotone but B can vanish. No effort is made to list a 
respectable number of examples. This has already been done in [5]. The 
two examples given here are merely to illustrate how the results of this 
paper can be applied. The paper concludes with some comments about the 
convergence of the approximate solutions. 
I. SOME BANACH SPACES AND OPERATORS 
Let E, V, and W be reflexive Banach spaces satisfying: 
Vc_ W, V dense in W, and V separable 
q: V + E is continuous and linear 




As an example, one could take V = Wlp(Q), q = V, E = Lp(Q; C”), and 
W= L*(Q), where 52 is a bounded open set in R”. As will be shown in the 
second example, (1.3) provides a context suitable for the consideration of 
nonlinear Neumann problems. 
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For us?*, let ll~ll~ =(jl II~(t)l($df)“‘+(~~ Ilqu(t)ll~dl)“P. 
THEOREM 1. %“ is a reflexive Banach space. 
Sketch of Proof: Let ~7: Y“ + L”(0, T; W) x Lp(O, T; E) be defined by 
q(u) = [u, qu]. Using (1.3) one shows that 4 is an isometry of %” onto a 
closed subspace of L’(0, T; W) x LP(O, T; E), a reflexive Banach space. 
THEOREM 2. rfi~“I“, there corresponds a unique h E Lp’(O, T; V’ ) such 
that (i, u), =j,T(h(t), v(t)) dt. F ur th ermore, h(t) = i*f (t) + q*g( t) where 
fE L’(0, T; W’), gE Lp’(O, T; E’), and i is the inclusion map of V into W. [f 
6: ^ I ’+ Lp’(O, T, V’) is given 6.v ai= h, then 6 is l-1 and continuous. 
Sketch of Proof: From Theorem 1, q* is onto. Thus there exists 
fE L*(O, T; IV’) and gE Lp’(O, T; E’) such that [=q*([f, g]). The rest of 
the proof is straightforward. 
By Theorem 2, we can consider “% ^’ to be a subset of L”‘(O, T; V’). This 
convention will be followed for the rest of the paper. The reason for con- 
sidering Y’ instead of Lp(O, r; V), the usual space considered in this con- 
text, is that certain coercivity assumptions are easier to satisfy. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that ^ I‘ could be Lp(O, T; V). Simply let V= E and 
q = identity. Now certain operators will be described. 
BE Y( W, W’) satisfies (Bn’, W) > 0 and (Bu, v) = (Bv, u). (1.5) 
A: Vd v’ is demicontinuous and bounded. (1.6) 
A: y“ -+ Y“ E Lp’(O, T; v’) defined by Au(t)= A(u(t)) is bounded. (1.7) 
For some i > 0 and some r0 E C’. 
lim IIRej~(B(u(t)+?,,),u(t))..dt+Rej~(A(u(t)+y,),u(t)).dt 
ll~~lllr - 7 IIUIIV 
= ,*a. (1.8) 
Also assume that, for i the inclusion map of V in W, 
;li*Bi + A is monotone as a map from V to V (1.9) 
A: Y” + 3“’ is Type M [9]. (1.10) 
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Finally, let V, be an increasing sequence of finite dimensional subspaces 
of V with U,<, V, dense in V. Let V, = span{w, ... w,} with the W; 
linearly independent. Let y,, u,, E V, and f: [0, T] + W’ satisfying: 
f(s) = 47(s) for some g(.) in H’(0, T; W) 
f(O)-Au,= Bl for some IE W. 
(1.11) 
II. DEGENERATE EQUATIONS 
The main result to be proved is: 
THEOREM 3. Let assumptions ( 1.1 t( 1.11) hold. Then there exists J 
satisfying: 
1’E 3’, By, BL”E L”(0, T; W’) (2.1) 
BY'(~) + AAt) =f(r) a.e. By(O) = Bu,. (2.2) 
ProoJ: In order to prove Theorem 3, approximate problems will be 
considered. Namely: 
(W,,(~), u’,)w+ CAY,(~), tvk)v= (f(t), ~lk)U; a.e. k = 1 . . . rn 
By,,,(O) = Bu,. (2.3) 
If B were invertible (2.3) would be an ordinary differential equation. 
However, B could even be the zero map in this context. Therefore, it is not 
clear that (2.3) has a solution. In order to obtain a solution to (2.3), we 
consider another approximate problem. First a definition is needed. 
DEFINITION. If u = Cr= , ck ~1~ and u = I;‘=, dk wk are two elements of 
V,,,, define (u, u),,, =I;=, ckJk. This makes V,,, into a Hilbert space with 
IUI, = (2.4, 24):‘. 
The approximate problem to be solved is: 
Y,(O) = uo> 
t,, 
l’,tf) = c gketr) “‘k> 
k=l 
(2.4) 
If g,(f) = k&), g2E(f),...7 gks(f) and uO = CT= 1 4o?‘,r solvini% (2.4) is 
equivalent to solving 
(&z+M) g:(t)+N( &(t))=F(r) 
Z,(O) = To 
(2.5) 
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where Ma0 and (N(Y)),= (A(Cr!, .Y,w~), We) and (f(r)),= (f(t), 1~~). 
Using the demicontinuity of A, Peano’s theorem gives a solution to (2.5) 
valid on some interval of the form [0, c] because &I+ M is invertible. Since 
J,~( t) = I;= , gkF( t) N’~ E C’,,,, one can replace the \I’~ in (2.4) with ,rE( t) - .I’~. 
Letting w,( t ) = .I’,( t) - yo, and integrating the result yields: 
6 3A.e i’ llt’,(s)l~, ds+ 2i 1’ (B@), II,&)) ds 
“0 -0 
Using the inequality I (Bu, r)1 6 (Bu, u)’ ‘( BLI, cl) I”, one writes 
(By,, wE(s)) ds d lT( By,, yo) + 11’ (Bw,(s), We). (2.7) 
0 
Therefore, letting C,, i= 1, 2 ,..., denote various constants that do not 
depend on m or E, and, letting E(I)=& I~‘,(t)lf,,+ (Bw,(r),~~,(f)), (2.6) 
becomes 
E(t)+2 Re s ’ (AB(w,(s)+yO), w,(s))wds 0 
+2 Re 
s 
’ (A(w,(s)+J~~), w’,(s))Lrds 
0 
6 2 Re ji (f(s), uTF(s)) W ds + C, + Cz ji E(s) ds. (2.8) 
Let lI~+*,/l, = (j; llu’,(s)II~ds)1~2 + (s;, IIq~,(s)ll$ ds)‘@. Thus Ilw,II 9. = IIn~,II T. 
Since f~ L2(0, T; W’), 12 Re j;(f(s), W,(S)) wdsl < C, jIw,]I,. From (1.8), 
there exists C, such that if Ilull r>, C,, 
2 Re ’ (lB(u(s)+y,), u(s)),ds I 0 
+2Re ‘(~(~(~)+yo),~(~)).d~~C~ll~llr. 5 0 
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Therefore, if I(w,~(, 3 C,, let k,(s) = W,(S) for SE [0, t] and E,(S) =0 if 
SE (t, T]. Thus, if I)w,II~~ Cd, 
= 2 Re s ’ (AB(t~,(sj+,v,), li;,(~j)~,,.ds 0 
+2 Re r (A(~?,(s)+.r,), F,(s))~.~s s 0 
ac, ll~‘,ll7=c3 lI12’,ll,. 
Using (2.9) in (2.8) gives 
(2.9) 
E(r)<C,+C, I ’ E(s) ds when I)wJJ, 3 C,. (2.10) 0 
If ll)1’,ll1< c‘t, then since B is a bounded map from f.‘(O, T; W) to 
L’(O, T; IV’) and A is bounded as a map from I - to V”, the sum of the 
second and third terms in (2.8) is larger than -C5 and 
2 Re J;l(f(s), w,(s)),+,ds < C,. Thus, in this case 
E(r) 6 C5 + C, + C, + C, J -’ E(s) ds. 
(2.11) 
0 
Letting C, > max( C,, C, + C, + C, ), we may write: 
E(t)<C,+Cz ’f E(s) d.s. 0 (2.12) 
Using Gronwall’s inequality in (2.12) gives: 
E(t)=& Itt*,(f)l~,+ (Btt*,(f), tt,E(t))CC.~C7eC1r=C8. (2.13) 
Therefore ( CV,( t)l f, d CJE and so the solution of (2.4) and (2.5) is valid in 
[0, T]. Now let f = T in (2.8) and get 
2Refr(iB(~~(~)+.~~), H,;(S))WdS+2Relr(A(H’~(s)+liO)rH-.(9))ydJ 
0 0 
G c, + c,o II~t’,II 7. (2.14) 
Therefore, from (1.8), there exists C,, such that 
ll~I’,I/I-Gc,,. (2.15) 
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From (2.13), if WE IV, 1(&v,(f), w)\ < (&v,(t), ~,(t))r”(Bbt’, H~)‘;‘G 
CA ’ JIBII I” IInII Mz. It follows that 
lIB~~,(t)ll W’< C,? for all t E [0, r]. (2.16) 
The next task is to obtain an estimate on IIB~~(t)(l,,+,.. Let D,ik(t) = 
(&+A)--k(t))/h. From (2.4) one can write for 06 t< T-h, 
4DhIgrh D,,.,~,(f)),,,+ (BD,,I’::(t), Dh+vr.(f)) 
+(lih)(A~,:(t+h)-Am,, D,,.r,(f)), 
+(~l;k)(B~,:(t+h)-Ed,,, Dh.v,(t)),v 
= (D,,,f(t), D,,!,,,(t)).,+~(BD,~,(r), D,,Y,(t)>i.-. (2.17) 
Now take real parts in (2.17), integrate both sides, and use monotonicity of 
A + k*Bi to obtain 
(2.18) 
“n 
Now an estimate will be obtained for E ID,,+r*,(O)lf,, + (DhByc(0). D,z~~,:(0)). 
Now from (1.6) the boundedness and demicontinuity of A, along with 
lim h - 0 D,, .v,:(O) = ,r$(O) in I’, one may write 
6 I.r:(O)lf,,+ (h’:(O), .v:(O)) = (f(o)- Au,, ~30)) 
= (BI, J$CO)> from (1.11) 
< (BY:(O), y:(O)>’ ‘(BI, 1)” 
(2.20) 
where C,, > (Bl, I). 
From (2.20), E l~,:(o)(,?,, + (B)*JO), J,:(O)) CC,,. Therefore, for each F, 
there exists h(E, HZ) > 0 such that if h < h(E, m), E IDI y,(O)/:, + (ED, y,(O), 
Dh~‘r(0)) < C,,. Fixing h < h(e, m), and returning to (2.18) one can write 
+ 19 s ’ (BD,y,(s), D, ).b)) ds.(2.21  0 
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Using (1.11) in (2.21), one obtains: 
+(2i+l)j’(BD,~,(s),D,~,(s))ds (2.22) 
0 
for Odt6 T-h. 
Now one estimates Sk< BD, g(s), D,, g(s)) ds. 
j; (BD,g(s), D/r&)) ds< jar- (BD,g(s), Dhg(s)) ds 
d ll4l jar-” llQ&)l12d~) 
d 11~11 (s,‘-” (;l+” IIg’(r)ll dT)2 df) 
6 II4 jr llg’(T)i12 joT&,,r,(S) ds dz 
0 
G IIf jT ilS’(T)l12 dT d G. 
0 
Using (2.23) in (2.22) and applying Gronwall’s inequality gives: 
(BDhI,,(t), DhJle(f))wrG (C,, + C,,) e’2’+‘)r< Cl5 
whenever 0 6 t < T-h and h < I~(&, m). 
Now taking limits in (2.24) as h + 0 gives: 
(&v:(t), d(t)) 6 c-15 for all f E [0, T). 
Letting M!E W, 
I(Ey:(t), M’)I < (El’;(r), ,~;(t))‘~2(Bw, Ny<cg llBll’* I(\2’~~c, 
Therefore, 
IIEy:(t)ll w d c,, = cg lIEI Ii2 for all t E [0, T). 






Illlell Y + IIW(~)ll w + ll&,(r)ll U” d c,, for te [0, T). (2.28) 
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With the estimate (2.28), the limit will be taken as E + 0 in (2.4) to obtain a 
solution to (2.3 ). By choosing a subsequence if necessary, one may obtain, 
as E + 0. 
BJ,,. + BJ, weak * in L K (0. T; W”) 
BJ~:. + BJ,’ weak * in L / (0, T; M”) 
(2.29 ) 
J’, + ~3 weakly in Y 
.4~,, + 11 weakly in Y -‘. 
Now let cp E C;(O, T) and let PE L,,,. From (2.4). 
+ IT (.4>,(O). q,(t) L’)r.df= [I <,f(f,, V(f) ~‘)wr~f. (2.30) 
. 0 -0 
Consider the first term of (2.30). 
Therefore the first term in (2.30) converges to 0 as E + 0. Thus, taking the 
limit as e + 0 in (2.30) yields 
jr (Wifl, ~~),f-cp(f)dt+ iT (h(t). I.),&,=j’ (f(t), o ct.cp(t)dt. 0 “0 0 
(2.32) 
Since cp E Cc (0, T) was arbitrary, 
(By’(f), ~‘)w+ (Yf,, c>l,= (J‘(f), ~~>,r a.e. (2.33) 
Since V,,, is separable, one can also say that (2.33) holds for all ~1 E V,,,. It 
remains to identify h with A!. 
LEMMA 1. [f’ zn, &E L’(0, T; W) ,vifh z,(O)=:~ and [j’ z,~-: itz 
L’(0, T; w’) and zL--,- ’ in L’(0, T; IV’), then z(O) = zo. 
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LEMMA 2. If ZE L’(O, T; W), Bz, BYE L’(O, c W’) with Bz(0) = 0, then 
Re I:( B;‘(t), z(t)) dt 20. 
Proof This is clear if z E C’(0, T; W). Just integrate by parts. Let y > 0 
and consider $ E C;( Iw) satisfying e(t) = 1 if t E [0, T], t&t) 2 0, and 
$(r)=O for t~[W-(-lf, T+y). Let B(t)=+(t) B. Thus B’(t) and B(t) are 
in sP( W, W’) and &.) ~1 E C’( - ‘xl, 8~; w’) for all c E W. Define: 
Z(t)=O, t< -1 
=z( -t), -i’<t<O 
= z(t), 06t6T 
= z(2T- t), T<t<T+; 
= 0, t>T+y. 
(2.34 ) 
One can verify that (&)’ E L2( -y, T+ y; IV’). Thus, letting cp, be a 
regularizing sequence, 
(Bi * I$?,)‘= (Bi)’ * cp,. (2.35) 
But by a result in Lions [S, p. 721, (& * cp,)’ - (B(Z * cp,))’ converges to 0 
in L*( -7, T + 7; IV’). Letting z,, = z’ * cp,, it follows that (&)’ * (Pi - (Bz,,)’ 
converges to 0 in L2( -7, T+ 1’; IV’). In particular, (Bz,,)’ converges to 
(&)’ in L2(0, T; IV’). But (&)’ = Bz’ on [0, T]. Therefore, if z(t) = 0 in a 
neighborhood of 0, 
O< lim [‘Re(&~(t),z,(t))dt=~TRe(Bz’(t),z(t))dt (2.36) 
Il--rX 0 0 
where (2.36) is true because for such z, (k,(O), z,(O)) = 0 when n is large 
enough. Let a,(x) be piecewise linear, nondecreasing, equal to one for 
.Y 2 2/n, and equal to 0 for x < l/n. If z,(x) = a,(x) z(x) for z satisfying the 
hypothesis of the lemma, it is not hard to see that zn and Bz: converge in 
L*(O, T; IV’) to ; and Bz’, respectively. This proves Lemma 2. 
It follows from Lemmas 1 and 2 that Re sl( By’- By:, )I- y,) dt 20. 
Therefore, Re sl( BJ$(~), y,(t)) w dt > Re jl( By:, y ) dt + 
Re I:( By’, .I’, > - Re I:( By’, y > dt. Since j~,( t) E V,, for each t, one can 
replace u’k by .rE( t) in (2.4) and integrate both sides after taking real parts. 
This yields 
-lu,lf,s+Re =(W, ?.hdt+ jr (By’, y,> dt- joT (By’, y) dt) 
0 
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Using (2.29) in (2.37) one obtains: 
J ‘~(~~‘,~),dt+!imosupRe31(A~~(t),v,(r)),-dr 0 0 
6Re s oF(f(f), ,~(t))~dr. (2.38) 
If S= (ZE L’(O, T; IV): z(r) E I’, a.e.}, then S is closed and convex in 
L*(O, T; IV). Hence the weak convergence of yE to y implies that y E S also. 
That is, ~(1) E V,,, a.e. Since (2.33) holds for all o E I’,,,, one can write 
jF(&‘(t), y(t~),+,dr+[~ (h(t),~(t))vdt=~~ (f(f), ~(t))wdt. (2.39) 
0 0 0 





= Re I ’ (h(t), y(t)) dt. (2.40) 0 
Since A is type M as a map from V to ,?‘^I, this implies h = A?,. Thus 
h(t) = Ay(t) a.e. Summarizing the results obtained so far and denoting by 
yrn the solution just obtained, 
<&&(t), v>w+ (Ay,,(t), o>v= <f(f)* U>M, a.e. for all v E V, 
(2.41 )
Bym(0) = Bu,, .YJf) E v,,, a.e. 
It.b',,li ,' + tiBdi/ L'(O.F;W') + IIB~,II L'(O.F;U")~ c,7. (2.42) 
This is the desired solution to (2.3). By selecting a subsequence if necessary, 
I’“, --* +V weakly in Y^ 
By,+By weak *in L"(0, T; W') 
B.L + By’weak *in L‘"(0, T; IV') 
Ap,, -+ h weakly in 9“‘. 
(2.43) 
One can consider L*(O, T; IV’) to be contained in V. If 2 E L'(O, T; W'j 
and ~7 E *^. let (z, r ) Y. = s~( z( t j, tl( f ) ) u’ dt. Using this along with Lemmas 
1 and 2 yields an inequality analogous to (2.37), namely, 
(2.44) 
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Letting m -+ w and using (2.43) obtains: 
Re(By’, y)*-+ lim sup Re(Ay,, y,,,)$.<Re(f, y),,-. (2.45) m-a 
Now let D, be a countable, dense subset of V, and let D = iJ,< r D,. 
Thus, D is a countable dense subset of V. Pick u E D and let cp E C’g (0, T). 
From (2.41) if m is large enough, 
= (2.46) 
Letting m + cc in (2.46) and exploiting the fact that cp E C,“(O, T) was 
arbitrary yields 
(W(t), tljw+ (h(r), v>,,= (f(t), u>, a.e. (2.47) 
Since (2.47) holds for each u E D and D is countable, it follows that (2.47) is 
true for all u E D simultaneously. Since D is dense in V, (2.47) holds true for 
all u E V. Since V is dense in W, one obtains, using Lemma 1. 
By’(t) + h(t) =f(t) a.e. 
By(O) = Bu,. 
(2.48) 
Therefore, By’ + h = f in *Y-l. Using this in (2.45), it follows that since A is 
type M, Ay = h in V’. Thus Ay(t) = h(t) a.e. and the desired result is 
obtained, namely: 
By, BY’E L”(0, T; W) 
By’(t) +Ay(r) =f(t) a.e. 
By(O) = Bu,. 
(2.49) 
This proves Theorem 3. 
In Theorem 3, f(s) = Bg(s) for some ge H’(0, T; W). By changing 
assumptions, making some stronger and some weaker, this can be changed. 
In Theorem 3, Ai*Bi+ A was monotone. This assumption was used in 
going from (2.17) to (2.18), where an expression of the form 
(WKAYA~ + h) - AY,(~), Dhys(t)) v+ (WKBy,(t + h) - BY,(~), 
D, y,(t) > w was dropped from the left side of an inequality. This left an 
expression of the form (D&t), D,, y,(t)) on the right of the inequality 
which needed to be estimated. In estimating this expression, the 
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assumption f’(s)= Bg(s) was used. Replace (1.9) by the stronger 
assumption 
Re(.4u-A~1,u-a),-+i.(Bu-B~~, u-o),,>c llu-cll& (2.50) 
Replace ( 1.11) by the weaker assumption 
f(.)E H’(0, T; W’) 
f(O)-.4u,= BI for some IE CC: 
(2.51) 
Using this change in (2.17), one can obtain: 
E ID,,.r,,(t)l;,+ (BD,,?,,(tL D/t?‘,(t))li~--E I~h.rAo)I;, 
- (BD,, !,:(O L D, Y,(O) > It’ 
I’ 6 K+2i. J (BD,,y,(s), D,,y,(s)) ds 
(2.52) 
0 
where K is a constant multiplying IIf’IIL~,O,r.;MJ.,. The second assumption in 
(2.51) is made so that the expression E ID,, y,(O)(i + (BD, yE(0), 
Dhy,(0))W can be estimated as before. Thus (2.25) is obtained just as in 
the proof of Theorem 3. The other steps in the proof of Theorem 3 remain 
correct in this context. This yields: 
THEOREM 4. Suppose ( 1.1 )H I. 10) and (2.50) ure satkfied. Then if (2.51 ) 
holds, there exists ~7 E Y ^  satisjjling: 
BY, Br’ E L ’ (0, T; IV’ ) 
BJ~‘(t)+A~-(t)=f’(t) r4.e. 
By(O) = Bu,. 
(2.53) 
The next task is to give a uniqueness theorem. It will follow from this 
result that the solution of Theorem 4 is unique. 
THEOREM 5. If A + PBi is strictl~~ monotone for some L > 0, or if B is 
l-1, then there is at most one solution of the equation in (2.53) satisjjling 
J’E L*(O, T; W) and By’, BYE L’(0, T, IV’). 
LEMMA 3. If zEL.*(O, T; W) and Bz, Bz’EL.‘(O, T; IV’), then Re(B?(t), 
~(t))~=$(Bz(t), z(t));Y a.e. and (Bz(t), z(t))H, equals an absolutely con- 
tinuous function a.e. 
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ProoJ Let y, Z, and z, be as in the proof of Lemma 2. Just as in 
Lemma 2, Bzk converges to Bz’ in L2(0, T; IV) and zn converges to z in 
L2(0, T; W). Let cp E C; (0, T). 
s T (Mt), z(t)) -T 2 q’(t) df = lim 0 ! <&l(t), =n(t)) q,(td, n + % 0 2 
= lim - I 
T <B=,(f), :,(t)>’ cp(t) dt 
n - x 0 2 
T 
= lim - 
n- 1c s 
Re(B$,(r), z,(t)) q(t) dt 
0 
-T =- J Re(Bz’(r), r(t)) q(t) dr. 0 
Therefore, (Bz, I )‘/2 = Re( Bz’, z ) E L’(0, T). This proves Lemma 3. 
Proof qf Theorem 5. Suppose both I’, and y2 solve (2.53). Then 
Re(By;(f)- &G(t), y,(t) - ~~(1)) + Re(Ay,(t) - Ay,(t), y,(t) - y,(t)) 
=0 a.e. (2.54) 
Let h(t) = WWAyl(t) - A.Y,(~), y’(t) - y2(f)>, + A<&,(t) - By2(t), 
~l(t)--.r~(f))~) and let a(f)= (By,(t)- By,(r), ~*~(r)-.r~(f)). By Lemmas 
2, 3, and (2.54) 
v’(t)+h(f)=2lo(t) a.e., h(t)80andv(t)30. 
u(0) = 0. 
From (2.55 ), 
u(t)ep2”‘+ ‘ep2’“h(s)ds=0. s 0 
(2.55) 
(2.56) 
Since v(t) 2 0 and h(t) > 0, it follows that r(r) = 0 and h(t) = 0 a.e. Thus 
y,(l) = y*(t) a.e. If B is l-1, this follows from v(t)=0 a.e. Otherwise, it 
follows from h(r) = 0 a.e. 
III. EXAMPLES 
There are many examples that could be given, including many equations 
that are nonlinear. To obtain a relatively easy example, let W= V’s H’(Q), 
where 52 is a bounded open subset of KY’ satisfying the cone condition. 
(3.1) 
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where b,, b, E L”(R) and b,, b, 2 0. 
where a,-, a, E L” (8). 
Also assume that for some 1, 
ib,(x) + a&) > o, Wx) + a&) > o 
on some set of positive measure and 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
hi j= I 
Therefore, there exists c> 0 such that ((M+ A) u, u) >c Ilu112,, by a 
simple compactness argument. Thus, LB + A is coercive as a map from 
%‘- = L*(O, T; I’) to I”. Since A is linear and continuous, its graph is 
closed, hence weakly closed and so A is Type M as a map from Y to Y’. 
Let A f’ E L*(O, T; v’) and let u0 E H’(Q) satisfy f(0) - Au, = BI for some 
IE H’(Q). Using Theorem 4, there exists a solution to: 
W(t) + Ay(f) =f(t) a.e. By(.), By’(.) E L”‘(0, T; W’) 
(3.4) 
By(O) = Bu,. 
The solution is unique by Theorem 5. This is a degenerate quation in both 
A and B. Furthermore, A is not necessarily monotone, nor is A coercive, an 
assumption required by most references alluded to earlier in which 
stationary approximations of the degenerate volution equation are used to 
prove existence. 
To obtain an example where A is nonlinear, let Sz G R” be bounded, 
open and satisfy the cone condition. Let W= L*(Q), WAJ’(l2) c VG 
W’p(12), q =V, E = Lp(Q; C”), p > 2. Let A: V+ v’ be defined by 
(Au, L’)= j lVulPP’Vu.Edx. 
R 
Let B: W + W’ be given by 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where b(x) B 0, b(.) E L”(Q), and b(x) > 0 on some set of positive measure. 
By a compactness argument, (1.3) holds. For 3’ as in (1.4), A: I’” + Y 
given by Au(t) = (Au)(t) is monotone, hemicontinuous, and bounded. With 
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a little estimating, one can also show that A + B is coercive as a map from 
3’ to 9-I) where B is considered as a map from 9’ to Y’ in the obvious 
way. 
Obviously A + B is monotone. Actually (2.50) is satisfied. To see this, the 
following lemma is given: 
LEMMA 4. If p 3 2 and x, JJE C”, Re(l-ulP-2.~-l~IP~21’,.~--,)~ 
(1/2P-‘) Ix - yip where (., .) is the standard inner product on C”. 
Proof. Suppose first that p B 3. Using the identity 2 Re(x, .v) = (x(* + 
IL,(~ - Ix - ~11’ and some algebra, one may write 
Therefore, 
4(23-y) Ix-ylP=&lx-ylP (3.8) 
since if p 2 3, h(t) = tpp2 is convex. 
Now if 2<p<3, m(p-2)>1 for some integer m. Hence (IxIpP2+ 
(yJP-2)m> IxI~(P-~)+ lylm(p-2)~2L-m(p-2’ I~-yyl”‘(p-~), Thus, taking 
mth roots, IX/~-~+ lylp-2>211”.22-p Ix-~~l~-~~(1/2~-*) Ix--JJ\~-~. 
Thus, in this case, (3.8) becomes: 
Re(IxJPP2x- J?,lpP2 y, x-y)>:.& 
Since Lemma 4 obviously holds for p = 2, this proves Lemma 4. 
To show that (2.50) holds, use Lemma 4 to write 
2 const 
(i R 
b(x) )u-vl’dx+ jQ IVu-Vvlpdx) 
2 const II 24 - VII &, > const II u - u II &. (3.10) 
The second inequality in (3.10) holds because 52 is bounded and H’(Q) 
embeds compactly in W= L2(Q). Now let f E H’(0, T; L*(Q)) and suppose 
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f(0) - Au, E Range(B) for ug E VG W’P(Q). Theorems 4 and 5 imply there 
exists a unique solution of 
By, B,,’ E L”(0, T; L’(Q)) 
Br’(t)+Ay(t)=f(r) a.e. 
Bv( 0) = Bu,. 
If I’= W’P(Q), this gives a formal solution to the problem. 
(3.11) 
h(s) y(O, .u) =h(s) U,)(S) (3.12) 
Compare [2, 3, 73. In these references, the initial data and forcing function 
are less regular and the resulting solution of (3.11) is not as regular as that 
obtained here. 
There are many other examples of equations of this sort. For a dis- 
cussion of numerous applications, see [S]. 
IV. SOME COMMENTS 
It is interesting to take extreme cases and see what Theorems 3 and 4 
say. For example, one situation occurring commonly is to let H = W= a 
Hilbert space and let B consists of multiplication by one. Identify H and 
H’. Thus (Bu, t1) M.= (u, o),. Theorem 3 says that if (1.8) and (1.9) hold. 
,f~ H’(0, T, H), and AtlOe H, there exists a solution to: 
1’. y’ E L “(0, T; H) 
]*‘(t)+A]‘(t)=J’(t) (4.1) 
y(O) = u(‘. 
This result compares well with known results on nonlinear evolution 
equations [ 1, 91. Note that A is not necessarily monotone, coercive, or 
linear. 
Another extreme case consists of letting B=O. For this case, let 9 = 
Lp(O, T; V) and yO=O to better compare with known results. Also let 
W= V. If Theorem 3 is used in this case, one can obtain for each 
.f~ H’(0, T; v) the existence of y E Y such that A??(t) = f(t) a.e. However, 
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since A is type M, coercive, and bounded, iffe Y’, there exists y E Y - such 
that AJ =f: Hence Ay(r) =f(t) a.e. Therefore, in this extreme, Theorem 3 
does not compare as well with known results [4, 91. 
Finally, it is worth noting that if B is l-l or if A + Ai*Bi is strictly 
monotone for some I > 0, it is not necessary to take subsequences in (2.29) 
and (2.43). This follows by observing that the proof of Theorem 5 also 
gives uniqueness for (2.41) and that in proving Theorems 3 and 4, it is 
shown that every convergent sequence, of the sort found in (2.29) and 
(2.43), converges to a solution of (2.41) and (2.49), respectively. 
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